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American War Plans, 1941-1945
The Test of Battle
Routledge This is an examination of major American and Anglo-American war plans. Rather than discuss the history of planning, Ross considers the execution of the plans, compares the execution with the expectations of the planners and attempts to explain the
diﬀerences.

American War Plans, 1941-1945
The Test of Battle
Psychology Press Strategic plans almost invariably diﬀer from the reality of war. The American experience in the Second World War was no exception. The United States entered the war with a strategy calling for the defeat of Germany while ﬁghting defensively in the
Paciﬁc. Once the fate of the Third Reich was sealed, Washington would transfer forces to the Paciﬁc, and ﬁnish oﬀ Japan. Yet in 1942 America's ﬁrst oﬀensive took place in the Solomons against the Japanese, and the second in North Africa against the Vichy French. This
volume oﬀers a partial explanation of the gap between American plans and what actually happened. A variety of factors including coalition politics, inter-service disputes, disagreements between ﬁeld commanders and Washington headquarters, logistical constraints,
and the initiatives and reactions of the enemy combined in myriad forms to produce a conﬂict that was very diﬀerent from original strategic expectations.

American War Plans, 1941-1945
The Test of Battle
Routledge This is an examination of major American and Anglo-American war plans. Rather than discuss the history of planning, Ross considers the execution of the plans, compares the execution with the expectations of the planners and attempts to explain the
diﬀerences.

An Unknown Future and a Doubtful Present
Writing the Victory Plan of 1941
Government Printing Oﬃce CMH Pub. 93-10. 1st printing. On cover: World War 2 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition. Spine title reads: Writing the Victory Plan of 1941. Describes the planning process that Major Albert Coady Wedemeyer used in the summer of 1941
to write the plan that became the outline for mobilization and operations during World War 2. Includes an appendix, "The Army Portion of the Victory Plan, Ultimate Requirements Study, Estimate of Ground Forces." Also includes photographs, footnotes, a bibliography,
and an index.

Air & Space Power Journal win 03
DIANE Publishing

Military Review
World War II at Sea: An Encyclopedia [2 volumes]
An Encyclopedia
ABC-CLIO The war at sea was a key aspect of World War II, one that is too-often under-studied. This comprehensive encyclopedia shares current understandings of the struggle to control the seas during that conﬂict—and it opens our eyes to the reasons sea power
continues to be of critical importance today. • More than 450 A–Z entries • A comprehensive chronology • Numerous illustrations of individuals, weapons, and battles • Maps • A glossary of naval terms • A comprehensive bibliography, plus cross-references and
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suggestions for further reading at the end of each entry

Japanese Military Strategy in the Paciﬁc War
Was Defeat Inevitable?
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers In this provocative history, James B. Wood challenges the received wisdom that Japan's defeat in the Paciﬁc was historically inevitable. He argues instead that it was only when the Japanese military abandoned its original strategic plan to
secure resources and establish a viable defensible perimeter that the Allies were able to regain the initiative and lock Japanese forces into a war of attrition they were not prepared to ﬁght. The book persuasively shows how the Japanese army and navy had both the
opportunity and the capability to have fought a diﬀerent and more successful war. If Japan had traveled that alternate military road the outcome of the Paciﬁc War could have been far diﬀerent from the ending we know so well—and, perhaps a little too complacently,
accept.

The Myth of the Good War
America in the Second World War, revised edition
James Lorimer & Company In the spirit of historians Howard Zinn, Gwynne Dyer, and Noam Chomsky, Jacques Pauwels focuses on the big picture. Like them, he seeks to ﬁnd the real reasons for the actions of great powers and great leaders. Familiar Second World War
ﬁgures from Adolf Hitler to Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph Stalin are portrayed in a new light in this book. The decisions of Hitler and his Nazi government to go to war were not those of madmen. Britain and the US were not allies ﬁghting shoulder to shoulder with no
motive except ridding the world of the evils of Nazism. In Pauwels' account, the actions of the United States during the war years were heavily inﬂuenced by American corporations -- IBM, GM, Ford, ITT, and Standard Oil of New Jersey (now called Exxon) -- who were
having a very proﬁtable war selling oil, armaments, and equipment to both sides, with money gushing everywhere. Rather than analyzing Pearl Harbor as an unprovoked attack, Pauwels notes that US generals boasted of their success in goading Japan into a war the
Americans badly wanted. One chilling account describes why President Truman insisted on using nuclear bombs against Japan when there was no military need to do so. Another reveals that Churchill instructed his bombers to ﬂatten Dresden and kill thousands when
the war was already won, to demonstrate British-American strength to Stalin. Leaders usually cast in a heroic mould in other books about this war look quite diﬀerent here. Nations that claimed a higher purpose in going to war are shown to have had far less idealistic
motives. The Second World War, as Jacques Pauwels tells it, was a good war only in myth. The reality is far messier -- and far more revealing of the evils that come from conﬂicts between great powers and great leaders seeking to enrich their countries and dominate
the world.

American Foreign Relations Since 1600
A Guide to the Literature
ABC-CLIO Chronicles American foreign relations literature from colonial times to the present, with updated material on post World-War II.

The Atlantic Charter
Palgrave Macmillan In August 1941 Churchill and Roosevelt met in a secluded bay oﬀ the coast of Newfoundland. It was the ﬁrst of their wartime meetings and in many respects the most signiﬁcant. The Atlantic Charter, its result, proclaimed the two leaders' vision of a
new world order, a set of principles that would govern international relations with the coming of peace. This remarkable collection of essays is the result of an international conference of American, British, and Canadian scholars held at Memorial University of
Newfoundland that marked the 50th anniversary of the historic meeting. The essays discuss both the Charter's formulation and its long-term signiﬁcance, and provide fascinating perspectives on the Second World War and its aftermath.

Eagle Against the Sun
The American War with Japan
Free Press “The best book by far on the Paciﬁc War” (The New York Times Book Review), this classic one-volume history of World War II in the Paciﬁc draws on declassiﬁed intelligence ﬁles; British, American, and Japanese archival material; and military memoirs to
provide a stunning and complete history of the conﬂict. This “superbly readable, insightful, gripping” (Washington Post Book World) contribution to WWII history combines impeccable research with electrifying detail and oﬀers provocative interpretations of this brutal
forty-four-month struggle. Author and historian Ronald H. Spector reassesses US and Japanese strategy and shows that the dual advance across the Paciﬁc by MacArthur and Nimitz was more a pragmatic solution to bureaucratic, doctrinal, and public relations problems
facing the Army and Navy than a strategic calculation. He also argues that Japan made its fatal error not in the Midway campaign but in abandoning its oﬀensive strategy after that defeat and allowing itself to be drawn into a war of attrition. Spector skillfully takes us
from top-secret strategy meetings in Washington, London, and Tokyo to distant beaches and remote Asian jungles with battle-weary GIs. He reveals that the US had secret plans to wage unrestricted submarine warfare against Japan months before Pearl Harbor and
shows that MacArthur and his commanders ignored important intercepts of Japanese messages that would have saved thousands of lives in Papua and Leyte. Throughout, Spector contends that American decisions in the Paciﬁc War were shaped more often by the
struggles between the British and the Americans, and between the Army and the Navy, than by strategic considerations. Spector vividly recreates the major battles, little-known campaigns, and unfamiliar events leading up to the deadliest air raid ever, adding a new
dimension to our understanding of the American war in the Paciﬁc and the people and forces that determined its outcome.

The A to Z of World War II
The War Against Japan
A to Z Guide Series Because of the enormity of World War II and the numerous geographic areas and belligerents involved, this study has been divided into two volumes. The ﬁrst examines the war between Japan and the Allied powers. It covers the conﬂict in Asia
beginning with the Japanese seizure of Manchuria in September 1931 to Japanese's surrender in September 1945 and the immediate post-war years in Asia and the Paciﬁc. The second volume addresses the war against Germany and Italy.
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The Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II
Princeton University Press This book discusses the decision to use the atomic bomb. Libraries and scholars will ﬁnd it a necessary adjunct to their other studies by Pulitzer-Prize author Herbert Feis on World War II. Originally published in 1966. The Princeton Legacy Library
uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Historical Dictionary of World War II
The War against Germany and Italy
Scarecrow Press The Historical Dictionary of World War II: The War against Germany and Italy relates the history of this war through a chronology, an introductory essay, maps and photos, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has more than 300 crossreferenced entries on the countries and geographical areas involved in the war, as well as the nations remaining neutral; wartime alliances and conferences; signiﬁcant civilian and military leaders; and major ground, naval, and air operations. This book is an excellent
access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about World War II.

Defenseless Under the Night
The Roosevelt Years and the Origins of Homeland Security
Oxford University Press "As the bombs fell on Guernica and the Blitz terrorized Britons--even before Pearl Harbor--Americans watched and worried about attacks on their homeland. In May 1941, FDR established an Oﬃce of Civilian Defense to protect Americans from
foreign and domestic threats. In this book, Matthew Dallek narrates the history of the Oﬃce of Civilian Defense. He uses the development of the precursor of "homeland security" as a way of examining constitutional questions about civil liberties; the role of
government in propagandizing to its own citizens; competing visions among liberals and conservatives for establishing a plan to defend America; and federal, state, and local responsibilities for citizen protection. Much of the dramatic tension lies in the preparation of
communities against attack and their fears of Japanese invasion along the Paciﬁc Coast and Nazi invasion. So too there was a clash of visions between LaGuardia and Eleanor Roosevelt. The mayor argued that the OCD's focus had to be on preparing the country against
German and Japanese attack, including conducting blackout drills, preparing evacuation plans, coordinating emergency medical teams, and protecting industrial plants and transportation centers. The First Lady believed the OCD should also promote social justice for
African Americans and women and raise civilian morale. Their clashes frustrated FDR, who pressured them both to resign in 1942, and led to the appointment of James Landis, commissioner of the SEC, who created a semi-military operation that involved grassroots
citizen mobilization, including planting Victory Gardens and building the Civil Air Patrol. It was the largest volunteer program in World War II America."--Provided by publisher.

Sport in Soviet Society
Development of Sport and Physical Education in Russia and the USSR
CUP Archive This book examines the evolution of sport in Russia from its association with health and hygiene to its post-war purpose of raising Soviet prestige abroad.

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications, Cumulative Index
Index to the Monthly Issues
The Journal of Military History
Aeronautical Research in Germany
From Lilienthal until Today
Springer Science & Business Media From the pioneering glider ﬂights of Otto Lilienthal (1891) to the advanced avionics of today’s Airbus passenger jets, aeronautical research in Germany has been at the forefront of the birth and advancement of aeronautics. On the
occasion of the centennial commemoration of the Wright Brother’s ﬁrst powered ﬂight (December 1903), this English-language edition of Aeronautical Research in Germany recounts and celebrates the considerable contributions made in Germany to the invention and
ongoing development of aircraft. Featuring hundreds of historic photos and non-technical language, this comprehensive and scholarly account will interest historians, engineers, and, also, all serious airplane devotees. Through individual contributions by 35
aeronautical experts, it covers in fascinating detail the milestones of the ﬁrst 100 years of aeronautical research in Germany, within the broader context of the scientiﬁc, political, and industrial milieus. This richly illustrated and authoritative volume constitutes a most
timely and substantial overview of the crucial contributions to the foundation and advancement of aeronautics made by German scientists and engineers.

The Ordnance Department: Planning Munitions for War
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The Ordnance Department: Planning munitions for war, by C.M. Green, H.C. Thomson and P.C. Roots
War Bulletin ...
Grand Strategy and Military Alliances
Cambridge University Press A broad-ranging study of the relationship between alliances and the conduct of grand strategy, examined through historical case studies.

States of Childhood
From the Junior Republic to the American Republic, 1895-1945
MIT Press A number of curious communities sprang up across the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century: simulated cities, states, and nations in which children played the roles of legislators, police oﬃcers, bankers, journalists, shopkeepers,
and other adults. They performed real work—passing laws, growing food, and constructing buildings, among other tasks—inside virtual worlds. In this book, Jennifer Light examines the phenomena of “junior republics” and argues that they marked the transition to a
new kind of “sheltered” childhood for American youth. Banished from the labor force and public life, children inhabited worlds that mirrored the one they had left. Light describes the invention of junior republics as independent institutions and how they were later
established at schools, on playgrounds, in housing projects, and on city streets, as public oﬃcials discovered children's role playing helped their bottom line. The junior republic movement aligned with cutting-edge developmental psychology and educational
philosophy, and complemented the era's fascination with models and miniatures, shaping educational and recreational programs across the nation. Light's account of how earlier generations distinguished "real life" from role playing reveals a hidden history of child
labor in America and oﬀers insights into the deep roots of such contemporary concepts as gamiﬁcation, play labor, and virtuality.

Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare: 1943-1944
Pearl Harbor: The Essential Reference Guide
The Essential Reference Guide
ABC-CLIO This book provides students with an understanding of the motives behind the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the consequences of this action on Japan, on the United States, and on the outcome of World War II. • Addresses historical controversies such as
whether Roosevelt knowingly allowed the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor in order to bring the United States into World War II and what the consequences of a third Japanese carrier strike might have been • Includes primary source documents—including oral histories
by participants in and victims of the attack—that help readers to better grasp the motivations behind the Japanese attack, the reasons why Pearl Harbor was not better able to resist, and what it was like to live through the attack itself • Provides an ideal resource for
high school and college students as well as interesting reading for general audiences seeking authoritative historical information on the Pearl Harbor attacks

The Oxford Illustrated History of World War Two
OUP Oxford World War Two was the most devastating conﬂict in recorded human history. It was both global in extent and total in character. It has understandably left a long and dark shadow across the decades. Yet it is three generations since hostilities formally ended
in 1945 and the conﬂict is now a lived memory for only a few. And this growing distance in time has allowed historians to think diﬀerently about how to describe it, how to explain its course, and what subjects to focus on when considering the wartime experience. For
instance, as World War Two recedes ever further into the past, even a question as apparently basic as when it began and ended becomes less certain. Was it 1939, when the war in Europe began? Or the summer of 1941, with the beginning of Hitler's war against the
Soviet Union? Or did it become truly global only when the Japanese brought the USA into the war at the end of 1941? And what of the long conﬂict in East Asia, beginning with the Japanese aggression in China in the early 1930s and only ending with the triumph of the
Chinese Communists in 1949? In The Oxford Illustrated History of World War Two a team of leading historians re-assesses the conﬂict for a new generation, exploring the course of the war not just in terms of the Allied response but also from the viewpoint of the Axis
aggressor states. Under Richard Overy's expert editorial guidance, the contributions take us from the genesis of war, through the action in the major theatres of conﬂict by land, sea, and air, to assessments of ﬁghting power and military and technical innovation, the
economics of total war, the culture and propaganda of war, and the experience of war (and genocide) for both combatants and civilians, concluding with an account of the transition from World War to Cold War in the late 1940s. Together, they provide a stimulating and
thought-provoking new interpretation of one of the most terrible and fascinating episodes in world history.

The Impact of the First World War on U.S. Policymakers
American Strategic and Foreign Policy Formulation, 1938–1942
Lexington Books The Impact of the First World War on U.S. Policymakers: American Strategic and Foreign Policy Formulation, 1938–1942 recounts the formulation of American foreign and defense policies through an examination of the background of the policymakers,
with speciﬁc emphasis on the World War I experience. In the period from 1938 to 1942, with scant military resources, the American government began preparations for possible entry into a war against the Axis alliance of Germany, Italy, and Japan. The formulation of
strategic and foreign policy, based upon American perceptions and methods that would permit optimal success in war, were critical to the eﬀort.

Planning, Regulation, and Competition: Automobile Industry - 1968, Hearings Before Subcommittees ... 90-2, on the Question:
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are Planning and Regulation Replacing Competition in the American Economy? (the Automobile Industry as a Case Study), July
10, 23, 1968
Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare
Strategic Review
... dedicated to the advancement and understanding of those principles and practices, military and political, which serve the vital security interests of the United States.

Planning, Regulation, and Competition: Automobile Industry, 1968
Hearings Before Subcommittees [Subcommittee on Monopoly and Subcommittee on Retailing, Distribution, and Marketing
Practices] of the Select Committee on Small Business, U.S. Senate, Ninetieth Congress, Second Session ... July 10 and 23, 1968
Considers the eﬀects of the automobile industry's planning and regulating activities on competition. Includes "Automobile Industry: A Case Study of Competition" by General Motors Corp. (p. 617-728).

Researching Japanese War Crimes Records
Introductory Essays
Nazi War Crimes and Japanese Imperial Government Records Int

Encyclopedia of World War Two
Abc-Clio Incorporated An unprecedented achievement in publishing—a multivolume encyclopedic resource, for both the general reader and specialist—on the central conﬂict of the 20th century,The Encyclopedia of World War II covers the entire scope of the Second World
War from its earliest roots to its continuing impact on global politics and human society.

Army Information Digest
The German Campaign in Russia
Planning and Operations, 1940-1942
The purpose of this study is to describe German planning and operations in the ﬁrst part of the campaign against Russia. The narrative starts with Hitler's initial plans for an invasion of Russia and ends at the time of Germany's maximum territorial gains during the
battle for Stalingrad.

Building the Navy's Bases in World War II
History of the Bureau of Yards and Docks and the Civil Engineer Corps, 1940-1946
Technical Abstract Bulletin
Burlington Route
A History of the Burlington Lines
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